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Abstract
The widespread late-Cenozoic volcanics of the Amagase-Oyama-Tsuetate district at the northern
margin of the Beppu-Shimabara graben, Kyushu, Japan are reexamined in order to clarify the many
stratigraphic inconsistencies in the literature. The radiometric ages of 59 samples from the area are
determined by fission track (54 samples) and K- Ar (5 samples) methods, and the volcanic history of
the study area is discussed. The ages of andesite. lavas indicate four periods of andesitic activity; 4.4
Ma, 3.1 Ma, 1.1 Ma, and 0.7 Ma, while pumice - rich andesitic to dacitic pyroclastic flow deposits cor-
respond active periods around 2.7 -2.2 Ma, 1.6 - 1.4 Ma, 1.1 Ma, and 0.8 -0.6 Ma. The rhyolites are
similarly divided into four age groups; 1.5 Ma, 1.3 -1.2 Ma, I Ma, and 0.7 -0.5 Ma. Most notably, the
present results suggest that the dacitic pyroclastic flow deposits previously identified as the Yabakei
Pyroclastic Flow Deposits may not belong to the same pyroclastic flow event, instead ranging in age
from 1.2 to 0.3 Ma, and divisible into five periods of activity; 1.25 Ma, 1 Ma, 0.8 Ma, 0.6 Ma, and 0.3
Ma.
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1. Introduction
The study area, Amagase-Oyama-Tsuetate area,
extends from the west of Oita Prefecture to the north of
Kumamoto Prefecture in Kyushu, Japan (Fig. 1). This
area forms part of the northern margin of the Beppu-
Shimabara graben (Matsumoto, 1979), and hosts exten-
sive late-Cenozoic (Quaternary) volcanic products.
Although many stratigraphic reports have been
published for this area (e.g., Daishi et aI., 1981; Hase
et aI., 1993; Hayashi et aI., 1982; Hayashi and
Watanabe, 1987; Iso and Ikeda, 1979; Iwauchi and
Hase, 1989; Kamata, 1985a, 1985b, 1997; Kido, 1981;
Kido et aI., 1987; Matsumoto et aI., 1977; NEDO, 1990;
Sudo, 1985a, 1985b; Tamanyu and Kasuya, 1983;
Uemura, 1985; Uto and Sudo, 1985; Watanabe and
Hayashi, 1983; Watanabe et aI., 1987), the literature
contains many inconsistencies, as shown in Fig. 2. This
report presents radiometric ages for 59 samples from the
study area to help clarify the volcanic history of the
Beppu - Shimabara graben.
2. Samples
The sampling points are listed in Table 1 along
with the brief stratigraphic descriptions. The sampling
points and radiometric ages for the present and previ-
ous studies are shown in Fig. 3.
2.1. Andesite Lavas
Sample 50070 from the Kamitarumizu Andesite
(NEDO, 1990) was collected at Kan' non' iwa, in south
Tsuetate. Samples 67360, 67420 and 67430 from the
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Fig. 1 Index map.
bolder line shows the Beppu - Shimabara graben (MatSumoto, 1979).
Shakadake Volcanics (Kido, 1981) originate from two-
pyroxene andesite lava. The lava at Okubodai (67360)
is covered by a pumice flow deposit (67125) and under-
lain by dense dacitic welded pyroclastic flow deposit
(67120). Samples 67420 and 67430 were collected at
Higashigochi, on the northwest slope of Mt. Ushuku-
yama. Sample 70070 was obtained from the Mioyama
Andesite (NEDO, 1990) in north Akaiwa. This andesite
is distributed along the right bank of the Kusugawa
River through the Amagase area. Samples 70140 and
70190 were collected at Ichinomura and Takise, respec-
tively, in the Amagase area, and originate from the Oda
Andesite (NEDO, 1990).
2.2. Pumice Flow Deposit
Samples 50090, 50150 (Plate 02), 50260, 60090
(Plate 03),60100,60130,67031,67050,67060,67070,
67125, 67140, 67390, 67400, 67410 (Plate 04) and
77030 were collected from the Oyama Formation and
the Tsuetate Formation. The Oyama Formation consists
of a pyroclastic flow deposit and a lake deposit, which
are distributed throughout the Oyama area (Iwauchi and
Hase, 1989). The Tsuetate Formation consists of pyro-
clastic rocks, silt and pumice flow deposits in the
Tsuetate area (lwauchi and Hase, 1989). Kido et al.
(1987) named the Oyama Pyroclastic Flow Deposit on
the Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit, which are dis-
tributed in the Oyama area. Note that these names dif-
fer to the classification of the Oyama Formation.
Sample 50140 was obtained from a previously
unnamed pyroclastic flow deposit, named here as the
Iketsuru Pyroclastic Rocks. This deposit is distributed
around Iketsuru, south of Tsuetate, and consists prima-
rily of pyroclastic flow deposits containing pumice
(Plate 05).
Samples 70050, 70060, 70090, 70120, 70130,
70 ISO and 70180 were collected in the Amagase area
from the Kusu Formation (NEDO, 1990), which is com-
posed mainly of pyroclastic flow deposits and pumice.
2.3. Rhyolite
Samples 50010 (Plate 06), 50020, 50100, 50110,
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57210, 60080 (Plate 07), and 60110 were collected from
the Yamakogawa Rhyolite, which was re-defined by
NEDO (1990) and Kamata (1997). Kamata (1985a)
named the rhyolite the Yamakogawa Lava, while Aso
and Watanabe (1985) had reported the rocks as welded
pyroclastic flow deposits.
Samples 50230, 60030 and 60150 are from the
Haneyama Rhyolite (NEDO, 1990), which is a rhyolite
lava flow distributed at the summit of Mt. Haneyama to
the southeast of Amagase. Sample 67380 (Plate 08) is
a biotite - horn blende rhyoli te sample from the Ono
Rhyolite (Kido, 1981), which is distributed to the north
of Taraibaruko Lake. Sample 70100, obtained at
Amagase, is a biotite rhyolite that has yet to be classi-
fied. In this report, it is tentatively name the Amagase
Rhyolite.
2.4. Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit
Samples 50170, 67040, 67090, 67100, 67120,
67130,67150,67160,67170,67180,67190 and 70110
were collected from pyroclastic deposits thought to
belong to the Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit, origi-
nating from the Shishimuta Caldera, central Oita
(Kamata, 1989). The Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow deposit
is distributed widely on the mountain (67040, 67090,
67100, 67130, 67150, 67160, 67180 and 67190) in the
east Oyama area, and is occasionally identified as a val-
ley burial (67120). The pyroclastic flow deposit is dis-
tributed along the Kusugawa River (70110) in the
Amagase area, and is exposed to a limited extent in the
Tsuetate area (50170).
Samples 50170, 67040, 67090, 67100, 67120,
67150,67160, 67170, 67180 and 67190 are clinopyrox-
ene orthopyroxene hornblende dacitic pyroclastic flow
deposits containing an obsidian lens. Sample 67130 is
a clinopyroxene hornblende dacitic no welded pyro-
clastic flow deposit taken from the south col of Mt.
Ushuku - yama. Sample 70 110 was taken from a horn-
blende dacitic densely welded pyroclastic flow deposit
with an obsidian lens at Yunotsuru in the Amagase area.
2.5. Others
Samples 50030, 50040 and 50050 were collected
from a previously unnamed pyroclastic deposit contain-
ing pumice and scoria, referred to here as the L-2
Pyroclastic Flow Deposit. This deposit is distributed in
a restricted area in Tsuetate, where it overlies the
Yamakogawa Rhyolite and underlies the Aso Pyroclastic
Flow Deposit. Sample 67370 was collected from an
unnamed densely welded pyroclastic deposit distributed
in a restricted area in Shi motsuru, Oyama - machi. This
deposit is referred to here as the Shimotsuru Pyroclastic
Flow Deposit, and is characterized as a hornblende-
orthopyroxene - clinopyroxene dacitic pyroclastic flow
deposit.
3. Experimental
The K - AI' and fission track (FT) methods were
employed for radiometric aging depending on the rock
type, xenolith content and alteration grade. Samples
50070, 67360, 67370, 67420 and 67430 were tested by
the K - Ar method because those samples were free of
xenoliths, had only trace zircon content, and exhibited
no alteration (analysis was performed at Activation
Laboratories Ltd., Canada) .. Fission track dating was
employed for all other samples using zircon crystals in
an ex ternal- surface external- detector configuration
(Daishi et a!., 1986), which is a grain-by-grain method.
Calculations for fission track dating were per-
formed using Price and Walker's (1963) fission track
dating numerical formula with the following constants:
fission track decay constant 238U = 7.03 x 1O- '7 /yr
(Roberts et a!., 1968), 23SU/238U ratio of isotopic abun-
dance 7.2525 x 10-3 (Steiger and Jager, 1977). The
equation is expresses as
A = 6.45 X 109 In (l + 9.28 X 10- 18 x cD X psi pi)
where ps is the spontaneous track density of 238U,
and pi is the induced track density of 23SU. The error
In the age calculation is given by
where Er(s) is the relative standard error of spon-
taneous track density, Er(i) is the relative standard error
of induced track density, and Er(d) is the relative stan-
dard error of the thermal neutron dose.
The results calculated using these equations were
statistically tested by Precision Index (PI) statistics
(Hayashi and Fujii, 1985). The FT age formula accord-
ing to the zeta method is as follows.
where il D is a decay constant of 238U = 1.55125 X
lO- IO/yr (Jaffy et a!., 1971), and t; is given for NBS-
612 standard glass in the Rikkyo University nuclear
reactor as 323 ± 5.
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Fig. 2 Correlation of geological sequence in the Tsuetate - Oyama - Amagase area.
*RHGA : Research group for the geological map of Hohi Geothermal Area,
* *MITI : Ministry of International Trade and Industry
green = Andesite in this report, yellow = pumice flow deposit, blue = Rhyolite, magenta = Yabakei pfd
abbreviation: A = Andesite, B = Basalt, BA = Basaltic andesite, D = Dacite, F = Formation, G = Group, L
= Lava, R = Rhyolite, VR = Volcanic Rocks, cg = conglomerate, dst = diatomaceous silt, glr
glassy rock, pfd = pyroclastic flow deposit, ppf = pumice flow deposit, ptf = pumice tuff, sh
shale, ss = sandsotone, st = silt, tb = tuff breccia, tf = tuff, wt = welded tuff, bi = biotite, hr
hornblende, px = pyroxene
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Fig. 3
Radiometric Ages of Late Cenozoic Volcanic Rocks in Western Area of Gita, KylIShll, Japan
Radiometric ages of the late Cenozoic volcanic rocks from the western area of Oita to the northern part of
Kumamoto, Kyushu.
The red character is shown the age value of this report.
1:25,000 a topographic Map (Hita, Amagase, Bungo Ono, Tsuetate, Taio, Miyahara), published by Geographical
Survey Institute, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Japan.
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Table 1 Sampling localities and rock w.p..
No. Locality Latitude Longitude s.l. Rock Geology Plate o.
50070 Kan' non' iwa-hashi, Oguni- machi, Kumamoto Prefecture 33°09' 57" E131°02' 36" 330m opx cpx A lava Kamitarumizu Andesite
67360 Okubodai, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°14' 09" E130059' 02" 250m opx cpx A lava Shakadake Volcanics 01
<1l 67420 Higashigochi, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°14' 23" E130057' 36" 210m cpx opx A lava Shakadake Volcanics.~
'"
67430 Higashigochi, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°14' 21" E130057' 39" 275m cpx opx A lava Shakadake Volcanics
c 70070 North of Akaiwa, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°15' 32" E131°02' 50" 360m opx cpx A lava Mioyama Andesite
-0::
70140 Ichinomura, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°15'51" E131°03' 42" 355m hr A lava Oda Andesite
70190 Takise, Amaga e-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°15' 35" E131°05' 00" 390m opx cpx A lava Oda Andesite ;:;0
50090 EastofYase, Oguni- machi, Kumamoto Prefecture N33°09' 35" E131°03' 03" 350m bi-bg hr cpx opx D pumice flow deposit Tsuetate Formation P'2:
50150 South of Mukaitsuru, Oguni- machi, Kumamoto Prefecture 33°08' 49" E131°03' 07" 365m bi-bg hr cpx opx D pumice flow deposit Tsuetate Formation 02 0
50260 Gesu, Oguni- machi, Kumamoto Prefecture 33°09' 57" E131°01' 28" 460m bi hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Tsuetate Formation :3
60090 South of Fukuro, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°10' 51" E131°00' 20" 440m hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Tsuetate Formation 03 S.
60100 East ofTsuetate-ohashi, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°10' 34" E131°00' 52" 290m bi-bg hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Tsuetate Formation 0
60130 Tsuetate, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Prefecture 33°10' 31" E 131°02' 17" 300m bi-bg hI' cpx opx D pyroclastic flow deposit Tsuetate Formation :J>
67031 Watauchi, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°14' 49" E130057' 39" 165m bi-bg hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Oyama Formation (JO
67050 Watauchi, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°14' 44" E130057' 30" 225m bi-bg hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Oyama Formation ~
67060 Watauchi, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°14' 42" E130057' 33" 225m bi-bg hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Oyama Formation 0
'w
.....,
0 67070 Gogoro, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°14' 42" E130056' 52" 310m bi-bg hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Oyama Formation r~ 67125 Yasebe, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°14' 02" E130059' 07" 215m bi-bg hr D p roclastic flow deposit Oyama Formation 0:>
'" 0~ 67140 West slope of Ushuku-yama, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°14' 02" E130057' 50" 330m bi-bg hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Oyama Formation
c:; 67390 Kohira, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture N3SC14' 41" E130058' 26" 160m bi-bg hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Oyama Formation n
<1l (1)
u 67400 Atosako, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°14' 30" E130058' 31" 215m opx cpx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Oyama Formation ::l
'E 67410 Kamate, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°13' 25" E130059' 10" 190m opx cpx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Oyama Formation 04 0::l l
"'- 77030 Seko, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°15' 26" E130058' 31" 215m bi hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Oyama Formation 0
50140 Iketsuru, Oguni- machi, Kumamoto Prefecture N33°09' 06" E131°03' 22" 405m hr cpx opx D pumice flow deposit Iketsuru Pyroclastic Rocks 05
0
70050 Akaiwa, Amaga e-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°15' 16" E131°02' 49" 250m cpx opx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Kusu Formation <2-70060 Akaiwa, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture 133°15' 11" E131°02' 44" 305m bi hr cpx opx D pumice flow deposit Kusu Formation \)
70090 Akaiwa, Amaga e-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°15' 17" E131°02' 50" 240m bi hr cpx opx D pumice flow deposit Kusu Formation P'::l
70120 Yunotsuru, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°15' 19" E131°03' 11" 265m bi hr F pyroclastic flow deposit Kusu Formation 0
70130 Yunotsuru, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°15' 23" E131°03' 34" 230m bi hr cpx opx D pumice flow deposit Kusu Formation ~
70150 Ichinomura, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°15' 47" E131°03' 42" 290m hr D pumice flow deposit Kusu Formation 00
70180 Takise, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°15' 39" E131°04' 56" 290m bi hr cpx opx D pumice flow deposit Kusu Formation ~
50010 North-east of Ge u pasture, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Prefecture N33°09' 56" E131°01' 50" 660m cpx opx bi hr R pyroclastic flow deposit Yamakogawa Rhyolite 06
50020 WestofKan' non' iwa-hashi, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Prefecture N33°09' 59" E131°02' 22" 340m hr bi R pyroclastic flow deposit Yamakogawa Rhyolite ::l
50100 Left bank ofYa e, Oguni- machi, Kumamoto Prefecture 33°09' 22" E131°02' 46" 330m hr bi R pyroclastic flow deposit Yamakogawa Rhyolite ~
50110 . orth-west of Kitakawachi, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Prefecture 33°09' 04" E131°02' 00" 470m hr bi R pyroclastic flow deposit Yamakogawa Rhyolite (1)CIl
Cll 57210 East ofShimouke dam, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Prefecture 3SC09' 20" E131°59' 55" 430m bi R pyroclastic flow deposit Yamakogawa Rhyolite ~
"0 60080 Top ofYunomi-dake, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°11' 21" E131°01' 37" 740m hr bi R pyrocla tic flow deposit Yamakogawa Rhyolite 07 ::l
>. 60110 East ofTsuetate-ohashi, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°10' 39" E131°01' 17" 285m bi hr R pyroclastic flow deposit Yamakogawa Rhyolite ?~ 50230 North of Serihara, Oguni- machi, Kumamoto Prefecture 33°09' 44" E131°06' 53" 600m opx cpx hr bi R lava Haneyama Rhyolite 05
60030 Daini-Oharano, Kusu-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°12' 17" E131°05' 49" 720m bi hr R lava Haneyama Rhyolite CJ
60150 Yamaura, Kusu-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°12' 36" E131°05' 40" 65501 hr bi R lava Haneyama Rhyolite 0.....,
67380 Taraibaru-ko, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°13' 22" E130055' 19" 64501 bi hr R lava Ono Rhyolite 08 970100 Akaiwa, Amagase-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°15' 22" E131°03' 07" 210m bi R lava Amagase Rhyolite
50170 West-south-west of Hon' mura, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Prefecture 33°07' 20" E131°01' 03" 580m cpx opx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit ?
67040 Watauchi, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°14' 45" E130057' 31" 220m cpx opx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Yabakei Pyrocla tic Flow Deposit 1'\
67090 Taraibaru, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°14' 20" E130056' 41" 52501 cpx opx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit '<t::
67100 Taraibaru, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°14' 18" E130056' 44" 475m cpx opx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit CIl:T~ 67120 Yasebe, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°14' 04" E130059' 19" 200m cpx opx h1' D pyroclastic flow deposit Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit F
<1l 67130 Ushuku-yama, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°14' 03" E130058' 00" 450m opx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit '--;
-"'i P'] 67150 Watauchi, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°14' 46" E130057' 35" 220m cpx opx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit "0
~ 67160 Ushuku-yama, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture N33°14' 15" E130057' 50" 48501 cpx opx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit P'>< ::l
67170 Takenosako-tani, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°13' 47" E130057' 50" 310m cpx opx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit
67180 Takenosako, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°13' 38" E130057' 17" 490m cpx opx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Yabakei Pyrocla tic Flow Deposit
67190 Takenosako, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°13' 16" E130057' 28" 475m cpx opx hr D pyroclastic flow deposit Yabakei Pyrocla tic Flow Deposit
70110 Yunotsuru, Amaga e-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°15' 27" E131°03' 18" 235m hr D pumice flow deposit Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit
(J)
50030 West ofKan' non' iwa-hashi, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Prefecture 33°09' 59" E131°02' 22" 340m hr-bg CPX oPX A scoria flow deposit L-2 Pyroclastic Flow Deposit
... 50040 West ofKan' non' iwa'hashi, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Prefecture 33°09' 59" E131°02' 21" 345m hr-bg CpX OpX A scoria flow deposit L-2 Pyrocla tic Flow Deposit<1l
~ 50050 West ofKan' non' iwa-hashi, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Prefecture N33°09' 59" E131°02' 21" 345m hr-bg cpx opx A scoria flow deposit L-2 Pyroclastic Flow Deposit 09
67370 Shimotsuru, Oyama-machi, Oita Prefecture 33°13' 13" E 130°59' 24" 205m hr opx cpx D pyroclastic flow deposit Shimotsuru Pyroclastic Flow Deposit
abbreviation: A =andesite, D =dacite, R =rhyolite, bi =biotite, hr = hornblende, px =pyroxene, cpx =clinopyroxene, opx =orthopyroxene, -bg =bearing
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4. Results and Discussion
The calculated ages are shown in Tables 2 and 3,
and Fig. 3.
4.1. Andesite Lavas
Sample 67360 (Shakadake Volcanics, Iwauchi and
Hase, 1989) is dated at 4.4 ± 0.5 Ma, which is older
than the reported ages of the Shakadake Volcanics (3.1-
4.1 Ma; Watanabe et aI., ]987; Kido et aI., 1987).
Therefore, 67360 may not be from the same rock as that
classified as the Shakadake Volcanics by Kido et ai.
(] 987). The age of 67360 is close to that of the Mazi
black andesite (4.7 Ma; MITI, ]984; Kamata, ]985b;
Kido et aI., ]98]; sp 57130 and 57]31 in Fig. 3 and
Appendix). On the other hand, the ages of 67420 and
67430 (3.]3 ± 0.08 Ma and 3.19 ± 0.08 Ma) are coin-
cident with the younger ages reported for the Shakadake
Volcanics (Watanabe et aI., 1987). Andesites of 4.1 to
3.1 Ma in age are mainly distributed in the western part
of the study area.
The radiometric age of 70070 (Mioyama Andesite)
is 1.08 ± 0.14 Ma, in contrast to the Pliocene age
reported by NEDO (1990). Samples 70140 and 70190
are ada Andesite distributed in the Amagase area, with
ages of 1.15 ± 0.19 Ma and 1.08 ± 0.08 Ma, respec-
tively, similar to that of 70070 (Mioyama Andesite).
NEDO (1990) reported radiometric ages of 0.77 Ma and
0.74 Ma for the ada Andesite, however, the samples
were collected from an andesitic dyke (70200) at Takise
and eastward (60160). The present data indicates
andesitic volcanic activity around 1 Ma.
Sample 50070 (Kan' non' iwa, Tsuetate), which was
included in the Kamitarumizu Andesite by Kamata
(1997), is dated in this study at 0.70 ± 0.08 Ma, in con-
trast to the age for the Kamitarumizu Andesite of 1.3
and 1.7 Ma (50130 and 50160) reported by Kamata
(1985). These andesites (50130 and 50160) are covered
by the Yamakogawa Rhyolite. On the contrary, the
andesite lava 50070 covers the Yamakogawa Rhyolite.
The lava from which 50070 was taken is therefore no
the same Kamitarumizu Andesite reported by Kamata
(1997), and is in fact similar in age to the Hara Andesite
(60010, 0.85 Ma; NEDO, 1990).
4.2. Pumice Flow Deposit
Pumice flow deposits in the study area are divided
into four groups; 2.7-2.2 Ma, 1.6-1.4 Ma, 1 Ma and
0.8-0.6 Ma, based on the determined ages.
2.7-2.2 Ma
A pumice flow deposit (70150, 2.72 ± 0.25 Ma) is
distributed along the right bank of the Kusugawa River
in Ichimura, Amagase area, where it is covered by horn-
b]ende andesite (70140, 1.15 ± 0.19 Ma). The age of
the pumice flow deposit corresponds to the age of the
Sakanoshita Pyroclastic F]ow Deposit in Sakanoshita
(Kido, et aI., 1987), which is overlain by the Akaishi
Andesite (Kido, et aI., 1987; 2.3 and 2.7 Ma; 67260,
67261, 67331, 67332), although the stratigraphic corre-
lation is not sufficient.
A pyroclastic flow (67140) dated at 2.19 ± 0.18 Ma
is exposed on the western slope of Mt. Ushuku -yama,
where it is covered by the Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow
Deposit (67130, 67160). Although the lower part of the
deposit is not exposed, it is estimated that the pyro-
clastic flow should overly the Shakadake Volcanics
(67420, 67230 in Fig. 3) based on geologic data obtained
from a watering tunnel nearby. This pyroclastic flow
deposit is late Pliocene in age, which is similar to that
of the Sakanoshita Pyroclastic Flow Deposit in
Sakanoshita reported by Kido et aI., 1987. The
Sakanoshita Pyroclastic Flow Deposit is overlain by the
Akaishi Andesite (Fig. 3).
1.6-1.4 Ma
Samples 67410, 67400, 60100, 60090, 67125,
50260, 70050 and 70120 were collected from widely
distributed pyroclastic deposits in Amagase, Oyama, and
northern Tsuetate. These samples appear to belong to
one period of volcanic activity, with age similar to the
Higashioyama Pyroclastic Flow Deposit found on the
right bank of the Chikugogawa River, opposite Yasebe
(Hase et aI., 1993; 67110). A pumice flow deposit in
the locality of 67125 (1.44 ± 0.27 Ma) is covered by
the Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit (67120, 1.05 ±
0.20 Ma) as shown in Plate 01. One of the other pumice
flow deposits (67410, 1.62 ± 0.37 Ma) is covered by
the Shimotsuru Pyroclastic F]ow Deposit (67370, 1.1 ±
0.3 Ma) (Plate 04), while another (50260, 1.41 ± 0.13
Ma; 60090, 1.50 ± 0.20 Ma) is covered by the
Yamakogawa Rhyolite (1.29 Ma - 1.00 Ma). These
pyroclastic flow deposits are overlain by upper stratum
and may in fact be distributed widely in the northeast
of the study area.
1 Ma
The ages of samples 70090, 70130, and 70180,
taken from pyroclastic flow deposits in the Kusu
Formation, Amagase, range from 1.04 to 1.02 Ma.
A]though this is younger than the Upper Hita Formation
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50090 4 0.0292 ± 0.0146 140 1.0220 ± 0.0860 3.47 ± 0.13 0.59 35 40
50150 8 0.0192 ± 0.0068 273 0.6563 ± 0.0397 3.47 ± 0.13 0.47 42 60
50260 141 0.1388 ± 0.0117 2028 1.9958 ± 0.0443 3.37 ± 0.13 0.57 164
60090 57 0.0618 ± 0.0082 820 0.8894 ± 0.0082 3.58 ± 0.13 0.45 64
60100 47 0.0599 ± 0.0087 655 0.8355 ± 0.0326 3.58 ± 0.13 0.66 3.3 55
60130 4 0.0260 ± 0.0130 122 0.7922 ± 0.0717 3.47 ± 0.13 0.68 63 33
67031 16 0.0261 ± 0.0065 417 0.6814 ± 0.0334 3.43 ± 0.13 33 80
67050 12 0.0275 ± 0.0079 321 0.7346 ± 0.0410 3.46 ± 0.13 79 42
67060 24 0.0279 ± 0.0057 693 0.8058 ± 0.0306 3.46 ± 0.13 0.57 61
67070 5 0.0510 ± 0.0228 124 1.2650 ± 0.1140 3.43 ± 013 39 28
--.--.----------... ---:-:-:-:-,-----:----:-:-:--C'. ------ .-.-.----~---
67125 32 0.0664 ± 0.0117 479 0.9938 ± 0.0454 358 ± 0.13 0.37 73
67140 195 0.2529 ± 0.0181 1841 23880 ± 0.0560 3.45 ± 0.13 31 92
67390 9 0.0276 ± 0.0092 222 0.6810 ± 0.0457 3.37 ± 0.13 88 56
67400 56 . 0.0624 ± 0.0083 727 0.8105 ± 0.0301 3.37 ± 0.13 0.54 127
67410 21 0.0775 ± 0.0169 263 0.9705 ± 0.0598 3.37 ± 0.13 74 52
77030 20 0.0497 ± 0.0111 510 1.2680 ± 0.0561 3.37 ± 0.13 99 108
50140 18 0.0276 ± 0.0065 467 0.7163 ± 0.0331 3.32 ± 0.13 93 49
70050 55 0.0268 ± 0.0021 626 0.3045 ± 0.0072 2.64 ± 0.11 0.97 87 44
70060 36 0.0272 ± 0.0027 775 0.5851 ± 0.0124 2.64 ± 0.11 0.75 62 58
70090 18 0.0584 ± 0.0082 275 0.8929 ± 0.0319 2.64 ± 0.11 0.73 61 28
70120 129 0.1161 ± -0-.-00-6-1--1-4-8-2--1-.3-3-4-0-±--'-0.-'-0-'-21-0--2-.6-4-±--0-.1-1-""'0-.8-5-"-24-- 49
70130 55 0.0440 ± 0.0035 859 0.6873 ± 0.0139 2.65 ± 0.11 0.95 79 54
70150 168 0.0957 ± 0.0044 987 0.5622 ± 0.0106 2.66 ± 0.11 1.02 18 33


















































50010 79 0.0425 ± 0.0213
50020 47 0.0338 ± 0.0049
50100 68 0.0497 ± 0.0060
50110 54 0.0549 ± 0.0075
57210 27 0.0344 ± 0.0066
60080 48 0.0327 ± 0.0047
60110 46 0.0414 ± 0.0061
50230 11 0.0474 ± 0.0143
60030 18 0.0143 ± 0.0034
60150 35 0.0216 ± 0.0036
-------
67380 60 0.0533 ± 0.0069









































































Yabakei Pyorclastic Flow Deposit
50170 43 0.0142 ± 0.0022 1454 0.4797 ± 0.0126 3.44 ± 0.12 0.49 17 139 0.61 ± 0.10 16.4
67040 35 0.0224 ± 0.0038 751 0.4808 ± 0.0175 3.46 ± 0.13 36 54 0.97 ± 0.17 17.5
67090 31 0.0432 ± 0.0078 831 1.1590 ± 0.0400 3.44 ± 0.13 59 78 0.77 ± 0.14 18.2
67100 37 0.0264 ± 0.0043 756 0.5385 ± 0.0196 3.44 ± 0.13 0.72 46 46 1.01 ± 0.17 16.8
67120 29 0.0228 ± 0.0042 597 0.4697 ± 0.0192 3.58 ± 0.13 67 56 1.05 ± 0.20 19.0
67130 18 0.0165 ± 0.0039 628 0.5746 ± 0.0229 3.44 ± 0.13 88 56 0.59 ± 0.14 23.7
67150 19 0.0207 ± 0.0048 411 0.4487 ± 0.0221 3.58 ± 0.13 26 45 0.99 ± 0.24 24.2
67160 51 0.0201 ± 0.0028 1334 0.5256 ± 0.0144 3.58 ± 0.13 74 114 0.82 ± 0.12 14.6
67170 19 0.0152 ± 0.0014 682 0.5443 ± 0.0208 3.44 ± 0.13 51 65 0.58 ± 0.14 24.1
67180 23 0.0394 ± 0.0082 383 0.6558 ± 0.0335 3.45 ± 0.13 35 54 1.25 ± 0.27 21.6
----- --~--_.__ .. _..- ._'---------._.,----'." - - ,. __._--------~-_ ...._" ._-_. ,--------,.._--_ .. _._--.---'_..__._,-,-. - --'-'~-'---- _..~.."--------_.,--_.-
67190 37 0.0213 ± 0.0035 774 0.4451 ± 0.0160 3.46 ± 0.13 93 57 099 ± 0.17 17.2
































*1 PI, precision index, Hayashi and Fujii, 1985
*2 F, F Value, Hayashi and Sugiyama, 1987
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Table 3 K - Ar ages of rocks.
Sample K content Rad. argon 40 K-Ar age Non Rad.
Number (wt.%) (1O'8ccSTP/g) ±lo(Ma) Ar(%)
Andesite
50070 2.64 ± 0.04 7.16± 0.85 0.70 ± 0.08 79.3
67360 1.56 ± 0.03 26.3± 0.4 4.4 ± 0.5 80.2
67420 1.901 ± 0.038 23.65 ± 0.35 3.20 ± 0.08 29.123.51 ± 0.38 3.18 ± 0.08 32.3




67370 3.47 ± 0.04 14.8 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.3 94.5
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(70080, 1.1 Ma; 70030, 1.2 Ma) reported by Matsumoto
et al. (1977), there is a possibility that the deposit orig-
inated during the same period of activity according to
the spatial distribution (Fig. 3). The pyroclastic flow
deposit (70090, 1.04 ± 0.26 Ma) is covered by a
younger pyroclastic flow deposit dated at 0.74 ± 0.13
Ma (70060).
0.8-0.6 Ma
The ages of pumice flow deposits, which are dis-
tributed as valley burials along the Tsuetategawa River
in Tsuetate and north Oyama, fall within a narrow range
of 0.83 - 0.60 Ma (67070, 67390, 77030, 67031, 67050,
50140, 70060, 67060, 60130, 50150, and 50090, in
ascending order). These ages are consistent with the
age of the Tsuetate Formation and the Oyama Formation
reported by Iwauchi and Hase (1989) (67030, 60120,
0.77 Ma).
4.3. Rhyolite
The Ono Rhyolite (67380) is dated at 1.55 ± 0.22
Ma, which is older than that (1 Ma) estimated by Kido
et al. (1987), as shown in Fig. 2. However, this is con-
sidered to be attributable to the assumption that the Ono
Rhyolite is overlain by the Oyama Pyroclastic Flow
Deposit (Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit, Kido et aI.,
1987), when in fact part of the Oyama Pyroclastic Flow
Deposit belongs to other pyroclastic flow deposits
(Pumice Flow Deposit, 1.62 Ma - 1.38 Ma in this
report).
The Yamakogawa Rhyolite can be further divided
into a 1.3 Ma - 1.2 Ma (57210, 60110, 50100, and
50020) stratum and 1 Ma (50110, 60080, and 50010)
stratum. The Yamakogawa Rhyolite reaches 400 m or
more in thickness from the vicinity of the Tsuetategawa
riverbed (about 300m s.l.) to a triangular point (697.1m
s.l.) in the Tsuetategawa left bank, and it is distributed
up to about 270m (s.l.) of the vicinity of Tsuetategawa
in Yunomidake (740.3m s.l.) in the northern part of
Tsuetate. Several plateau features are exposed on the
left bank of the Tsuetategawa River in Tsuetate, which
may have been formed from the flow unit and/or the
cooling unit of the pyroclastic flow deposit. Moreover,
the Yamakogawa Rhyolite is geologically different from
the riverbed material and the summit. Although rock is
hornblende biotite Rhyolite near riverbed, pyroxene is
included in rock at the summit part. That is, the magma
which originates in these activities might be different.
The Amagase Rhyolite (70100) is dated at 1.16 ±
0.18 Ma, which is similar to the Yamakogawa Rhyolite.
Sample 50230 was dated in this study at 1.06Ma, in con-
trast to that (0.6 Ma, 60170) classified the sample as
Haneyama Rhyolite (NEDO, 1990). The rhyolite from
which 50230 was obtained is considered likely to belong
to the Yamakogawa Rhyolite.
The Haneyama Rhyolite (60150, 60030) is dated at
0.72 Ma - 0.52 Ma, which is consistent with previous
ages (60040, 0.53 Ma; 60140, 0.63 Ma; 60170, 0.61 Ma)
given for the Hanayema Rhyolite by NEDO (1990).
These rhyolites form discrete plateaus, at heights of
700-750 m or 1100 m above sea level, respectively.
This may indicate structural movement.
The present findings indicate the existence of four
stages of rhyolitic volcanism in the study area. In these
stages, activity of the Ono Rhyolite occurred to 1.5 Ma
at Ono in the Oyama area, with pumice activity indi-
cated for the same period (1.6 - 1.4 Ma). The
Yamakogawa Rhyolite (1 Ma) and the Amagase
Rhyolite (1.2 Ma) are similar in age to the pumice flow
deposit (l Ma) in the Amagase area. The activity
related to the Haneyama Rhyolite in eastern part of the
study area extended from 0.7 to 0.5 Ma, corresponding
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to the period of deposition of the Oyama Formation and
the Tsuetate Formation (0.8 - 0.6 Ma). Therefore, the
rhyolite activity and pumice flow activity may be related.
4.4. Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit
The ages of 67120,67040,67150,67190 and 67100
(in ascending order) collected from the Yabakei
Pyroclastic Flow Deposit (Kido, 1987; Koga, 1981; Oita
Pre., 1972) are concentrated in a narrow range of 1.1
Ma to 0.9 Ma, which is coincident with the age of the
Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit as reported by Uto
and Sudo (1985; 77010, 0.99 ± 0.03 Ma). Samples
67040, 67100, 67150 and 67190 of the above contain
abundant plagioclase, hornblende, orthopyroxene and
xenoliths, which are characteristic of the Yabakei
Pyroclastic Flow Deposit (Kamata, 1997; Koga, 1981).
However, 67120 contains very little orthopyroxene and
few xenoliths, indicating a different origin. The older
age of 67180 is considered to be due to the inclusion
of zircons derived from xenoliths in the sample.
Samples 67040 and 67150 are exposed at the top
of a hill (220 m above see level), and samples 67100
and 67190 are distributed on a hillside at an altitude of
475 m. Sample 67120 is distributed as valley burials
along the Chikugogawa River at an altitude of 220 m.
However, samples 67090 and 67160, assigned to the
Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit by Kido et al. (1987),
Koga (1981) and Oita Pre. (1972), are notably younger;
0.77 ± 0.14 Ma and 0.82 ± 0.12 Ma, respectively.
These ages are comparable to that of the Hanabira
Pyroclastic Flow Deposit (67011,0.76 ± 0.17 Ma; Uta
and Sudo, 1985). These samples are distributed along
summits and ridges of mountains, similar to the
Hanabira Pyroclastic Deposit. Although the Yabakei
Pyroclastic Flow Deposit and the Hanabira Pyroclastic
Flow Deposit are petrographically similar, they are of
opposite polarity (Uta & Sudo, 1985). Therefore, it will
be necessary to investigate the petrographical features
and magnetization direction in detail.
The ages of 67170, 67130, and 50170 from the
Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow (Kamata, 1997; Kido, 1987;
Koga, 1981; Oita Pre., 1972) fall in the range 0.62 Ma
- 0.58 Ma, which is not coincident with the age of the
Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit reported by Uto and
Sudo (1985). Sample 67170 was obtained on the west
side of Mt. Ushuku-yama as a valley burial, and 67130
was taken from near a colon the south of Mt. Ushuku-
yama. Sample 67170 was taken from a densely welded
pyroclastic flow deposit distributed at lower altitude
(310 m above sea level), while 67040 is from an
unwelded pyroclastic flow deposit distributed at higher
altitude (450 m above see level). Sample 50170 was
obtained at Sugihira in the Tsuetate area, a significant
distance from the other samples, and belongs to a very
different pyroclastic flow deposit. This distribution is
important when considering the related activity.
Sample 70110, dated at 0.31 ± 0.14 Ma, was col-
lected from the Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit by
Matsumoto et al. (1977; 70040, 0.4 Ma) in the Amagase
area, which is distant from Oyama where the Yabakei
Pyroclastic Flow Deposit (1 Ma) is widely distributed.
However, this age (0.3 Ma) supports the previous report
(Iso & Ikeda, 1979; Koga, 1981), in which the Yabakei
Pyroclastic Flow Deposit was suggested to overly the
Haneyama Rhyolite (about 0.6 Ma).
Previous reports have indicated the widespread dis-
tribution of the Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow Deposit in the
study area. However, the present radiometric ages indi-
cate that the previous dates on which these conclusions
were based may be incorrect, leading to the inconsis-
tency in formation definitions. In this report, the age
of eruption corresponding to the Yabakei Pyroclastic
Flow Deposit is considered to be 1 Ma. Similar pyro-
clastic flows can be identified as having occurred at 1.2,
I, 0.8, 0.6 and 0.3 Ma.
4.5. Others
The Shimotsuru Pyroclastic Flow Deposit (67370)
is dated at 1.1 ± 0.3 Ma, lower Pleistocene. The deposit
is a glassy, densely welded pyroclastic flow deposit,
black in color with very few xenoliths. Although its
characteristics differ from those of other deposits, it is
almost the same age as the Yabakei Pyroclastic Flow
Deposit, which is a white rock with abundant horn-
blende and xenoliths (Koga, 1981).
The L-2 Pyroclastic Flow Deposit (50030, 50040
and 50050) is dated at 0.80 Ma - 0.61 Ma, middle
Pleistocene, and may be related to the activity giving
rise to the 50070 andesite considering the spatial dis-
tribution, age, and composition (orthopyroxene clinopy-
roxene andesite, 58% Si02). The L-2 Pyroclastic Flow
Deposit contains both acidic (hornblende clinopyroxene
orthopyroxene rhyolite, 71-72 % Si02) and basic bombs
(clinopyroxene orthopyroxene andesite, 57 -58 % Si02),
with similar abundances. This could indicate that the
eruption was triggered by basic magma injected into an
acidic magma reservoir.
5. Conclusion
The radiometric ages of volcanic rocks from the
Amagase-Tsuetate-Oyama area in north Kyushu, south-
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west Japan were reexamined in order to clarify the late
Pliocene history of volcanic activity in that area. Based
on the ages determined in this study, which in some
cases differed markedly from the ages reported previ-
ously, indicates a seven - stage volcanic history. The
oldest andesite was dated at more than 4 Ma, with later
andesite activity at around 3 Ma, both events limited to
the western side of the study area. Activity giving rise
to pumice flow deposits occurred in the period 2.8 -
2.2 Ma in the Oyama area, followed by acid volcanics
accompanied by rhyolite and/or pumice flows in 1.6 -
1.4 Ma, extending to the Tsuetate area. Volcanic activ-
ity was also identified for the period 1.3 - 1.0 Ma in
the central and eastern part of the study area. Andesite,
rhyolite, pumice flow and dacitic pyroclastic flow
events are indicated for the period 0.8 - 0.6 Ma in the
east of the study area, followed by dacitic pyroclastic
flow activity at 0.3 Ma near Amagase.
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Plate J
Sample No. 67360.
Shakadake Andesite, 67 J 25 pumice flow
deposi t and 67120 dense welded pyroclastic
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Plate 4
Sample No. 67410.






Sample No. 500 IO.
Yamakogawa Rhyolite.









L-2 Pyroclastic Flow Depo it.
( 1) _ ~Appendix Previous Report Radiometric Ages in the Amagase - Oyama - Tsuetate areas ~
No. Age method Locality Latitude Longitude Rock Geology Reference
77010 0.99 ± 0.03 KA Kiroku, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre N33°15'17" E 130°59' 12" cpx opx hr D pfd Yabakei pfd Uto & Sudo, 1985
77020 1.3 ± 0.2 KA Kiroku, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre N33°15'16" E 130°59' 12" bi-bg cpx opx hr D pfd Yabakei pfd Sudo, 1985a
67010 0.9 ± 0.3 KA Hanahira, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°14'52" E 130°59'24" cpx opx A wt Hanahira wt Sudo, 1985a
67011 0.76 ± 0.17 KA Hanahira, Oyama -machi, Oita Pre. N33°14'52" E 130°59'24" cpx opx A wt Hanahira wt Uto & Sudo, 1985
67030 0.77 ± 0.24 FT Watauchi, Oyama'machi, Oita Pre. N33°14'49" E 130°57'39" bi-bg hr D ppf Oyama F Iwauchi& Hase, 1989
67080 3.1 ± 0.8 KA Higashigochi, Oyama'machi, Oita Pre. N33°14'32" E 130°57'33" 2pxA Higashigochi A MIT!, 1984 ~..,
67081 3.2 ± 0.5 KA Higashigochi, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°14'32" E130057'33" 2pxA Higashigochi A Kamata, 1985b 0-o'67110 1.5 ± 0.2 FT Higashioyama, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°14' 17" E130059'19" D pfd Higashioyama pfd Hase et al., 1993 S67200 2.9 ± 1.1 KA Shimoyama, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°13'41" E130056'54" bi cpx-bg opx hr A Shimotsuru L MITI,1984 ~
67201 1.39 ± 021 FT Shimoyama, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°13'41" E130056'54" bi cpx-bg opx hr A Shimotsuru L MITI,1984
.....,
o'
67202 2.9 ± 0.6 KA Shimoyama, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°13'41" E 130°56'54" opx hr A Tokamidake L Kamata, 1985b >-67210 3.84 ± 0.34 FT Yugi, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°13'47" E130053'01" cpx opx A Shakadake VR Watanabe et al., 1987 (fq
67220 2.96 ± 0.26 FT Yugi, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°13'47" E130053'01" bi 2px hr A Tokamidake L Watanabe et al., 1987 ~
67230 3.9 ± 0.5 KA Kaminoshiya, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°13'28" E 130°54' 13" 2pxA Kaminoshiya A MITI,1984 00-;-,
67231 3_9 ± 0.3 KA Kaminoshiya, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°13'28" E130054'13" CPX opx A Shakadake L Kamata, 1985b L'
67240 4.1 ± 0.9 KA Hoshiharai, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°12'57" E130052'35" hr-bg 2px A Hoshiharai alt A MITI,1984 ..,(;
67241 4.1 ± 0.6 KA Hoshiharai, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°12'57" E130052'35" opx cpx hr A Maetsue F Kamata, 1985b n67250 3.3 ± 0.9 KA Taroura, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°12'58" E130053'46" 2px A Kaminoshiya A MITI,1984 (j)
67251 3.2 ± 0.5 KA Taroura, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°13'OO" E130053'52" cpx opx A Taio G Kamata, 1985b ;::i0
67260 2.3 ± 0.8 KA Kawahara, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°12'20" E130056'43" 2px hr bi A Akaishi D MIT!, 1984 N0
67261 2.3 ± 0.5 KA Kawahara, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°12'20" E130056'43" opx cpx bi D Akaishi L Kamata, 1985b o'
67270 1.6 ± 0.5 KA Matsubara, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°11'58" E130059'15" 2pxA Setouchi VR Daishi et al., 1981 <
67280 2.4 ± 0.5 KA Miharubashi, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°11'Z6" E130059'37" Zpx A Matsubara A MIT!, 1984 00-
67281 2.4 ± 0.4 KA Miharubashi, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°11'26" E130059'37" opx cpx A Chikushi L Kamata, 1985b ..,;::i
67290 1.2 ± 0.1 KA Kuedani, Oyama'machi, Oita Pre. N33°11'15" E130059'28" biR Kuedani pfd Sudo, 1985b o'
67300 2.1 ± 0.2 KA Kuedani, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°11'15" E130059'28" opx cpx A pr Matsubara A Sudo, 1985b ~
67310 1.8 ± 0.5 KA Soke, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°11'02" , E130057'52" 2pxA Takakurayama A MITI,1984 0()
67311 1.8 ± 0.3 KA Soke, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°11'02" E130057'52" opx cpx A Chikushi L Kamata, 1985b ~
67320 3.4 ± 0.3 KA Highland Park, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°11'10" E130054'27" 2pxA Shakadake A MITI,1984 ;::i
67321 3.4 ± 0.2 KA HigWand Park, Maetsue'mura, Oita Pre_ N33°11'10" E130054'27" opx cpx A Shakadake A Kamata, 1985b ~67330 1.71 ± 0.34 FT Ishitatetoge, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°10'25" E130056'24" bi 2px'bg hr A Akaishi D MITI,1984 (j)
67331 2.7 ± 0.5 KA Ishitatetoge, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°10'25" E130056'24" bi 2px- bg hr A Akaishi D MITI,1984 r.n(;
67332 2.7 ± 0.2 KA Ishitatetoge, Maetsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°10'25" E130056'24" bi q cpx opx hr A Akaishi L Kamata, 1985b .....,;:l
67340 2.5 ± 0.7 KA Warabinohashi, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°10'24" E130059'20" 2pxA Takakurayama A MITI,1984 >-67341 1.93 ± 0.47 FT Warabinohashi, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°10'24" E130059'20" 2pxA· Takakurayama A MITI,1984 .....,(j)
67342 2.4 ± 0.3 KA Warabinohashi, Oyama-machi, Oita Pre. N33°10'24" E130059'20" opx cpx A Chikushi L Kamata, 1985b ..,
67350 3.0 ± 0.5 KA Tokamidake, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre N33°1O'1l" E130055'53" bi 2px-bg hr A Tokamidake L MITI,1984 00-;-,
67351 2.07 ± 0.28 FT Tokamidake, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre N33°10'1l" E130055'53" bi 2px-bg hr A Tokamidake L MITI,1984 967352 3.0 ± 0.3 KA Tokamidake, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre N33°1O'1l" E130055'53" bi 2px-bg hr A Tokamidake L Kamata,1985b F57010 >3.76 ± 0.57 FT Ishiba, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre_ N33°09'55" E130053'14" 2pxA Taio G Watanabe et al., 1987
57020 3.4 ± 2.1 FT Umeno, Nakatsue'mura, Oita Pre. N33°09'41" E130054'51" garnet-bg GP intrusive rock MITI,1979 ~
'-<
57030 >3.14 ± 0.70 FT Ishiba, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°09'32" E130053'00" propylite Taio G Watanabe et al., 1987 t::r.n
57040 >3.97 ± 0.54 FT Ishiba, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°09'28" E130053'12" alt. px hr A Taio G Watanabe et al., 1987 ::rt::
57050 2.98 ± 0_29 FT Ishiba, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°09'13" E130053'19" opx bi hr A TokamiyamaVR Watanabe et al., 1987
""--4
57060 2.4 ± 0.3 KA Shimouke'dam, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Pre. N33°09'33" E130029'30" hr opc cpx A Chikushi L Kamata, 1985a ..,"0
57061 2.4 ± 0.4 KA Shimouke-dam, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Pre. N33°09'33" E130029'30" hr 2px A Shimouke A MITI,1984
..,
:J
57070 2.04 ± 0.07 KA Shimouke-dam, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°09'36" E130059'03" q-bg opx xpx hr A pfd Uto & Sudo, 1985
57080 2.3 ± 0.4 KA Iwaikawatani, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°09'34" E130058'32" hr bi 2px D Miyata D MITI,1984
57081 1.92 ± 0.29 FT Iwaikawatani, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°09'34" E130058'32" hr bi 2px D Miyata D MITI,1984
57082 2.3 ± 0.2 KA Iwaikawatani, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°09'34" E130058'32" q hr cpx opx bi D Miyata D Kamata, 1985b
57090 2.4 ± 0.2 KA Onoda, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°09'10" E130058'52" bi hrA Nakatsue G Uemura, 1985
. method: KA =K·Ar method, FT =Fission Track method
abbreviation: A =andesite, D = dacite, R =rhyolite, GP =granite porphyry, F =Formation, G =Group, L =Lava, VR =Volcanic Rocks, pfd = pyroclastic flow deposit, wt =welded tuff
bi =biotite, hr =hornblende, px = pyroxene, cpx =clinopyroxene, opx =orthopyroxene, q =quartz, -bg =bearing
Appendix Previous Report Radiometric Ages in the Amagase - Oyama - Tsuetate areas (2) .
No. Age method Locality Latitude Longitude Rock Geology Reference
57100 2.1 ± 0.2 KA Miyata, akatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°08'51" EI30058'48" hr bi Rpfd YabakeiF Sudo, 1985a
57110 2.1 ~ 0.3 KA Miyata, akatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°08'48" E 130°58'58" bihrD Miyata D MITI,1984
57111 3.10 ± 0.51 FT Miyata, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°08'48" E 130°58'58" bi hr D Miyata D MITI,1984
57112 2.1 ± 0.2 KA Miyata, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°08'51" E 130°58'48" bi hr D Miyata D Kamata, 1985b
57120 2.9 ± 0.3 KA Miyata, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°08'38" E 130°58'46" hr bi px D Nakatsue G Uemura, 1985
57130 4.7 ± 0.9 KA Mazi, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°08'29" E130055'13" 2pxA MaziA MITI,1984
57131 4.7 ± 0_7 KA Mazi, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°08'29" E130055'13" 2pxA MaziA Kamata, 1985b
57140 4.2 ± 1.1 KA Shimokiri, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°07'52" E 130°54'04" alt 2px A Taio altA MITI,1984
57141 4.2 ± 0.7 KA Shimokiri, akatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°07'52" E 130°54'04" hr 0px cop A ? Kamata, 1985b ~
57150 2.8 FT Shimokiri, akatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°07'41" E 130°53'35" hr-bg px A Taio G MITI,1980 ~en
57151 2.12 ± 1.08 FT Shimokiri, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°07'41" E 130°53'35" hr-bg px A Taio G Tamanyu & Kasuya, 1983 ~g
57160 >4.98 ± 0.66 FT Taio, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°07'34" E130052'47" propylite Taio G Watanabe et al., 1987 ....,0
57170 3.1 ± 0.8 KA Taio, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°08'02" E130056'18" 2pxA black A Daishi et a1., 1981 057180 3.2 ± 0.86 FT Suginohira, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Pre. N33°07'46" E130059'28" hr-bg 2px A Yamanaka L MITI, 1980 >-
57181 2.41 ± 1.12 FT Suginohira, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Pre. N33°07'46" E130059'29" hr-bg 2px A Taio G Tamanyu & Kasuya, 1983 en
57190 3.69 ± 0.36 FT Yoshii, Nakatsue-mura, Oita Pre. N33°06'38" E130058'27" alt bi hr A ? Hayashi et a1., 1982 w~
57200 3.44 ± 0.41 FT Wakabayashi, Kamitsue'mura, Oita Pre. N33°05'30" E130059'30" alt hr A ? Hayashi et a1., 1982 ~
70010 0.71 ± 0.45 FT Kurotani, Amagase'machi, Oita Pre. N33°16'32" E131°00'48" pfd KusuG MITI, 1979 (")
::r70020 1.7±0.7 KA Fukuro, Amagase'machi, Oita Pre. N33°16'15" E131°00'47" OPX cpx cu hr D pfd Yabakei pfd Sudo, 1985a 5-
70030 1.2 FT Yamanotsuru, Amagase-machi, Oita Pre. N33°16'24" E131°00'48" hr bi D pfd HitaF Matsumoto et al., 1977 8.70040 0.40 FT Furuyu, Amagase-machi, Oita Pre. N33°15'03" E131°01'50" cpx hr A pfd Yabakei pfd Matsumoto et al., 1977
Z70080 1.1 FT Yunotsuru, Amagase-machi, Oita Pre. N33°15'22" E 131°02'49" OPX bi D pfd Hita F Matsumoto et al., 1977 0
70160 1.8 ± 0.7 FT Takise, Amagase-machi, Oita Pre. N33°15'58" E131°05'02" 2pxA KusuG MITI, 1979 c::
70161 ~ 1.3 KA Takise, Amagase-machi, Oita Pre. N33°15'58" E131°05'02" 2pxA KusuG MITI, 1979 tTl~
70170 0.79 ± 0.60 FT Takise, Amagase-machi, Oita Pre. 33°15'49" E131°04'59" 2px A Hohi V Tamanyu & Kasuya, 1983 ::la.
70200 0.77 ± 0.02 KA Takise, Amagase-machi, Oita Pre. N33°15'50" E131°04'52" 2px A dyke OdaA NEDO,1990 ?':60010 0.85 ± 0.03 KA Tsukatahara, Amagase-machi, Oita Pre. N33°14'32" E 131°02' 13" pxA HaraA NEDO,1990 ~60020 0.86 ± 0.02 KA Kozohara, Amagase-machi, Oita Pre. N33°12'54" E 131°00'25" bi-bg px D Itsumaichi D NEDO,1990 c:
60040 0.53 ± 0.06 KA Daini-oharano, Kusu'machi, Oita Pre. N33°12'20" EI31°11'57" bihrR Haneyama L II Iso & Ikeda, 1979 ::r~60050 0.42 ± 0.09 FT Kameishiyama, Oguni-machi, Oita Pre. N33°11'30" E131°03'45" 2px hr A HyugamiL Watanabe & Hayashi, 1983 0
60060 0.82 ± 0.56 FT Kameishiyama, Oguni-machi, Oita Pre. N33°11'16" EI31°03'44" bi px hr A Kameishiyama L MITI, 1979 'T]
60070 0.43 ± 0.32 FT Kameishiyama, Oguni'machi, Oita Pre. N33°11'11" E 131°03'45" bi px hr A Bungo V Tamanyu & KAsuya, 1983 c:;:0
60120 0.77 ± 0.24 FT Tsuetate, Oguni'machi, Kumamoto Pre. N33°1O'38" E131°02'15" bi-bg hr D ppf Tsuetate F Iwauchi & Hase, 1989 c::
-<60140 0.63 ± 0.05 KA Asozuru, Kusu-machi, Oita Pre. N33°11'21" EI31°07'01" hrbi R Haneyama L Uto & Sudo, 1985 >-
60141 0.47 ± 0.28 FT Asozuru, Kusu-machi, Oita Pre. N33°11'21" E131°07'01" hrbiR Haneyama L MITI, 1979 ~>
60160 0.74 ± 0.02 KA Oda, Kusu-machi, Oita Pre. N33°14'51" EI31°06'55" opx cpx A OdaA NEDO,1990
60170 0.61 ± 0.05 KA Haneyama, Kusu-machi, Oita Pre. N33°14'02" E131°06'55" biR Haneyama R NEDO,1990
50060 1.2 ± 0.2 FT Yase, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Pre. N33°09'59" E131°02'26" biR Yamakogawa R Kamata, 1997
50080 1.15 ± 0.06 KA Yase, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Pre. N33°09'54" E131°02'33" biR Yamakogawa R Kamata, 1986
50120 0.9 ± 0.2 KA Gesu, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Pre. N33°09'10" E131°02'35" biR Yamakogawa R Kamata, 1985a
50130 1.3 ± 0.2 KA Yase, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Pre. N33°09'14" E131°02'55" ol-bg hr opx cpx A Kamitarumizu A Kamata, 1985a
50160 1.7 ± 0.3 KA Kamitarumizu, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Pre. N33°08'10" E131°01'30" ol'bg hr opx cpx A Kamitarumizu A Kamata, 1985a
50240 0.58 ± 0.11 KA Yamakawa, Oguni-machi, Kumamoto Pre. N33°08'27" E131°0T03" hrA Yamakawa Deb. Ava. Uto & Sudo, 1985
method: KA =K-Ar method, FT =Fission Track method
abbreviation: A =andesite, D =dacite, R =rhyolite, GP =granite porphyry, F =Formation, G =Group, L =Lava, VR =Volcanic Rocks, pfd =pyroclastic flow deposit, wt =welded tuff
bi =biotite, hr =hornblende, px =pyroxene, cpx =clinopyroxene, opx =orthopyroxene, q =quartz, -bg =bearing
